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Courtney Pedersen  
 
The decades-old debate regarding blockbuster exhibitions is wearying and familiar. 
Are these exhibitions art’s best recruitment strategy, reaching out to new and 
unfamiliar audiences and seducing them with scale and spectacle, or do they forego 
the elusive and subtle in pursuit of sponsorship and thronging crowds? The 
blockbuster is, by its nature, excessive, ‘too much’, but it is delivered in such a way 
that the volume of work reinforces and enhances the overall experience of the 
exhibition, if not necessarily the individual works included. Optimism, the first 
Contemporary Australia survey exhibition held at the Gallery of Modern Art (GoMA) 
three years ago, certainly exploited the visual language of excess. Room after room 
was inundated with colour, activity and abundance. While there were serious and 
contemplative moments, the general impression was of a synergistic exuberance, 
which was in line with the exhibition’s curatorial premise. As Optimism’s curator, 
Julie Ewington described it, the show was about “joy, reflection, humour and above 
all hope.” 1 While similarly ambitious in scale, the triennial’s second installment, 
Contemporary Australia: Women, did not function this way. 
 
GoMA, Brisbane’s flagship modern and contemporary art gallery, has made the 
wildly successful blockbuster its signature experience. Within this context, the more 
austere Women may have been seen as an uncharacteristic and perhaps anticlimactic 
exhibition. However, this survey complemented recent high profile international 
exhibitions that feature solely women artists in an attempt to produce an important 
and potentially subversive show. While exhibitions like Wack! Art and the Feminist 
Revolution (Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, 2007) and Global 
Feminisms (Brooklyn Museum, 2007) have helped to promote an awareness of 
women’s historical artistic practice and the crucial need to recognise culturally 
diverse feminist experiences and practices, Australia has been waiting for the 
significant exhibition that will contextualise the work of its women artists 
(admittedly, in 2011,  Monash University Museum of Art’s A Different Temporality 
provided a taste of what audiences had been missing). Contemporary Australia: 
Women presents viewers with the intriguing image of a cultural landscape in which 
men are barely visible. This is an inverse picture to the one prevalent in major art 
museums, both in Australia and globally, where women make up a disproportionately 
small number of exhibited and collected artists. In its approach, GoMA’s exhibition 
had more in common with the Centre Pompidou’s 2009 exhibition 
Elles@centrepompidou, which featured only works from its collection by women 
artists. Camille Morineau described that show as an attempt to capture the universal 
story of art as told by women, while paradoxically attempting to show that gender is 
no longer an issue 2.  
 
Presenting an exhibition in this ‘world upside down’ mode is not without risks. 
Anecdotal evidence suggests that Contemporary Australia: Women drew smaller 
crowds than GoMA has come to expect from its major exhibitions. However, rather 
than seeing this as a public verdict on the quality of the art included, we should 
consider it yet another insidious aspect of the dilemma women artists constantly 
grapple with. If art’s success is predicated on a process of recognition and cultural 
counter-validation, women artists are forced to constantly compensate for the 
inequitable levels of exposure their works receive. Rather than interpreting low visitor 
number (if this is, in fact, true) as a lack of interest in the work of Australian women 
artists, one should see this as the natural outcome of a lack of public familiarity – a 
situation this diverse survey can hopefully went some way towards correcting.  
 
This exhibition is also less light-heartedly entertaining than many of GoMA’s high 
profile shows. It traversed a remarkably broad range of media, conceptual 
backgrounds, cultures and generations, and tackled ideas as difficult and challenging 
as mourning (Judith Wright), forgiveness (Bindi Cole), the commodification of the 
natural world (Fiona Hall) and assisted reproductive technologies (Deborah Kelly). 
This provided a complicated and potentially exhausting overview of contemporary 
Australian art. But exhibitions such as this should always provide challenges for the 
curator when it comes to coherence. Is there ever one simple story to tell? 
 
In her accompanying catalogue essay, Julie Ewington identified numerous themes that 
emerged from the exhibition – from the embrace of the domestic arts and direct 
politics through to performativity and religious faith. One of the most pervasive 
themes appeared to be a reappraisal of, and dialogue with, the canon of early avant-
garde art. Sally Smart’s Artists Dolls Series 2011-2012 clearly evoked Sophie 
Taeuber-Arp’s work (amongst others), while Brown Council’s video works quoted 
Hugo Ball’s cardboard Dada-shaman routine at the Cabaret Voltaire. In Rose Nolan’s 
Tunnel/Tent Work – OVER AND OVER/AGAIN AND AGAIN (2012), the artist 
continued her examination of Russian Constructivist aesthetics. Meanwhile, Natalya 
Hughes’ installation room, The After Party (2012) seemed to directly reference Judy 
Chicago’s Dinner Party – although the voluptuously padded furniture appeared more 
closely related to Dorothea Tanning’s remarkable Chambre 202, Hotel du Pavot 
(1970-3), which GoMA was fortunate enough to present in their 2011 surrealism 
exhibition. Even Hiromi Tango’s delicate and complex participatory sculptural work, 
Pistil (2012) was reminiscent of a surrealist ‘automatic’ construction, working 
through love and loss in organically evolving textile forms. It is tempting to assume 
that the richly transformative possibilities avant-gardism promised remain particularly 
appealing to women artists. 
 
These works punctuate the exhibition in no apparent order. Perhaps as a nod to the 
‘matrixial’ structure as a feminist strategy, quite disparate works were installed in 
rooms that fed from one to the next without telling any single story of contemporary 
Australian art. The vibrant colours of the South Australian Amata painters’ works 
seemingly called across the gallery spaces to their optical equivalents – works by 
Justene Williams, Rebecca Baumann, and Wakartu Cory Surprise. Delicate figurative 
drawings and watercolours (by Kirsty Bruce, Jennifer Mills, Ruth Hinchinson and 
Monica Tichacek) were scattered throughout the show. The contemplative simplicity 
of Sandra Selig’s installation, Prisms Remember You (2012) starkly contrasted against 
Soda_Jerk’s disturbing and poignant video work, The Time That Remains (2012). 
While this non-narrative approach to the exhibition design yielded numerous 
intriguing relationships, the one truly jarring note occurred in the placement of Brown 
Council’s video works, Disappearing Act and Appearing Act (both 2012). In their 
own right, these works feature the wry and clever melding of theatrical and art 
historical performance codes, but they fared badly when positioned next to Judy 
Watson’s powerful installation work In Our Skin (2012), which grapples with the 
violent intersections of national and family histories. The leap from irreverent play to 
desperate survival seemed too great. 
 A remarkable quantity of works were on show, most of which were specially 
commissioned for the exhibition. With the numerous performance and action works 
that made up the Embodied Acts program, the complementary moving-image program 
in the Cinematheque, the engaging Fiona Hall work Fly Away Home (2012) in the 
Children’s Art Centre, and a comprehensive public programs schedule, including 
discussion panels, artist’s talks, and workshops, Contemporary Australia: Women 
took on the epic scale of the archetypal blockbuster exhibition. Yet, it never allowed 
the viewer to surrender to the gestalt effect of that form. Instead, the viewer was 
required to meet the challenge of the exhibition’s breadth, and draw their own 
connections across it.  
 
Australia has never seen such a comprehensive discussion of the work of local 
contemporary women artists. Its contribution to the visibility of women in the visual 
arts and culture is inestimable. Given the important work this exhibition set out to do, 
it seems reasonable that its audience had to work a little harder in return. 
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